
 

Shorter wheelie bins now permitted for Brentham residents 
 
History 
 
Following our householders’ survey, the Brentham Society has been working with the Council to get clarity 
on their roll-out plans and how we could offer our residents the additional choice of a shorter recycling bin 
at a reasonable cost. 
 
Over months of negotiation, the Council has finally agreed as of 17

th
 March to allow Conservation areas a 

concession to have a free shorter refuse bin as well as a shorter recycling bin if they choose, at a 
reasonable cost. We of course feel that anyone in Ealing should have the right to a smaller bin for their 
needs, but that is not currently something the Council will offer. 
 
 
Refuse bins 
 
The Council will offer every Brentham resident a free 120L, 140L & 240L refuse bin. In order to make the 
120L refuse bin option available for residents, the Brentham Society has volunteered to manage and co-
ordinate a list of residents who would opt for a free 120L refuse bin. 
 
 
Recycling bins 
 
The Council will offer every Brentham resident a free 240L recycling bin only. If Brentham residents prefer, 
they can pay to have a shorter 120L recycling bin, as this is not something they will offer as standard. A 
bulk of our recent negotiations has been around this cost being reasonable. 
 
Originally their suggested costs consisted of an admin charge, a charge for the 240L bin, and a charge for 
the 120L bin. The Council has at last agreed that the resident will simply have to pay for the cost of the 
120L bin if they want one. In order to keep those costs down, the Brentham Society has volunteered to 
manage and co-ordinate a list of residents who would like a 120L recycling bin for an estimated cost of £30. 
 
 
What to do now? No need to panic, we will advise you in the next few weeks… 
 
Over the next few weeks, we will work with the Council on the final detail about the size and colour of the 
120L bins. We have had some enquiries about 140L recycling bins (not currently offered by the Council) 
which we will discuss with them next week.  
 
Brentham residents who have already contacted the Council and requested larger bins but would prefer the 
shorter 120L option(s) need not worry about amending their choice. We will be in touch and work on 
making or amending your selection during April. The 120L bins will not appear in any Council literature or 
on the website, but if your needs are met by the standard offerings on the Council website, you can go 
ahead and place your order. 
 
NB: We believe some residents have been given incorrect information by the Council’s call centre that 
smaller recycling bins are available for free 
 
 
Sample bins for you to view 
 
To help residents assess their needs, the Council has agreed to provide sample bins as soon as possible. 
We will let you know where and when these are available. We also hope to organise a session at which 
you can ask questions. 
 
Important: If you think you will occasionally overflow your recycling bin, say at Christmas or on birthdays, 
the Council will collect additional recycling placed next to the bin. However, they will not collect additional 
black bags which are left on top or next to your refuse bin. 
 
In the short term if you feel that a larger refuse bin is required due to the number of nappies taking up 
space in your bin, in future, you could opt to purchase a smaller refuse bin to save space in your garden, 
when you no longer have to dispose of nappies. Just get in touch with the Brentham Society to advise you. 
 
 
Volunteers 
 
We could really do with some volunteers to help with the co-ordination, so please get in touch if you think 
you can lend a hand. Email: bins@brentham.com 
 


